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SERIES EDITORS INTRODUCTION

The ability to properly analyze results of clinical trials, especially
randomized controlled trials (RCT), is a needed skill for every
physician. This is especially so for those involved in haemato-
poietic cell transplants. Although seemingly straightforward,
correct interpretation of clinical trials data is in reality complex
and not for the fainthearted. When a RCT reports intervention
A is safer and more effective than intervention B do we simply
accept the authours’ conclusion or is more detective work
needed. The answer: call in Inspector Clouseau! In this article
Prof. Megan Othus and us discuss complexities in clinical trials
interpretation including the challenge of false-positive error
control, endpoints, power and sample size estimates (more
often guesses), how to analyze competing events such as graft-
versus-host disease (GvHD) and relapse, what to do when a
study has > 1 primary endpoint, analyses of multi-arm trials,
how to interpret analyses other than the primary endpoint and
what do data from non-inferiority trials tell us. Lastly, we
consider, the evil which will not die (the statistical Rasputin):
reporting survival outcomes by response. We hope this article
will be of practical use to clinicians facing the challenge of
correctly interpreting clinical trials data. The good news: only
one relatively simple equation. And remember, we can be
reached 24/7 on Twitter #BMTStats. Our operators are
standing by.

Robert Peter Gale MD, PhD, DSc(hc), FACP, FRCP, FRCPI(hon),
LHD, DPS Mei-Jie Zhang PhD

INTRODUCTION

There are those who reason well, but they are greatly out-
numbered by those who reason badly

Galileo Galilei

Clinical trials, especially randomized controlled trials, are
typically designed to facilitate straightforward interpretation [1].
However, despite randomization, a formal protocol document and
clinical trials registries such as clinicaltrials.gov, it remains
challenging to appropriately evaluate reports of clinical trials.
Herein, we review several issues regarding critical interpretation of
clinical trial results.

FALSE-POSITIVE ERRORS
The first topic to discuss is false-positive errors, also called α
(alpha) errors. Many potentially convoluted choices are made in
the design and presentation of clinical trials data to the end of
trying to “control” or hold the false-positive error rate below a
specified threshold. Every statistical analysis reporting a p value (or
confidence interval, though we will focus on p values for
simplicity) and which interprets this value as “significant” (at or
below some threshold, often p < 0.05) or “without evidence of
significance” or “not significant” (above this threshold) is
potentially subject to an incorrect conclusion (summarized in
Table 1).
When reporting a p value we can only comment on whether it is

“statistically significant” or not. We do not know whether this
conclusion is correct or not. But by thoughtful construction of the
test and calculations used to derive the p value we can quantify
the probability of error. Over many years conventions in clinical
research (partly driven by regulatory agency standards which
themselves might be driven by legislation) have converged on
some typical error rates in clinical trials. In most trials the false-
negative error rate is typically selected to be 10–20% resulting in a
power of 80–90%. False positive error rates in phase-3 trials are
typically controlled to be <5% [2–6] or even <2.5% [7].
Randomized phase-2 trials often “relax” the false-positive rate to
10–20% [8–10].
Any one analysis or test has an associated false-positive rate. If

more than one test is done, each test has its own rate and we can
quantify the overall false-positive rate (the rate of having ≥1 test
with a false-positive conclusion). The overall false-positive rate is
related to numbers of tests done and false-positive rate of each
test. If each test uses the same false positive rate (α), we can write
the overall false positive rate as:

Probability of making �1 false-positive conclusion

¼ 1� ð1� αÞnumber of tests:

If we take the common α= 5% (0.05) then with two tests the
overall false positive rate is 9.75%, with 10 tests, 40%, with 20
tests, 64% and with 50 tests, 92%. In an analysis reporting many p
values each interpreted individually as significant or not the
probability of a false-positive conclusion quickly becomes high.
This is why false-positive error control is a major concern in clinical
trials design.
If a trial has only one primary endpoint and only one analysis of

that endpoint is done the alpha level for that one test will match
the overall false positive rate for the trial. However, many clinical
trials pre-specify ≥1 endpoints and/or ≥1 analyses. Moreover,
often a variety of manipulations are used to control for the false-
positive rate across analyses. False-positive errors are further
discussed below as different topics intersect with error control in
clinical trials.
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ENDPOINTS
Endpoints are measures which can be observed or calculated for
each subject on a trial. Often these measures are combined
together mathematically in various ways to estimate a statistic. All
statistics have associated measures of uncertainty. The combina-
tion of the statistic and the measure of uncertainty can be used to
calculate confidence intervals and p values which we typically use
to interpret clinical trials results. There are many possible
endpoints but those commonly used in clinical trials of
haematopoietic cell transplants are summarized in Table 2.
Censoring is what distinguishes time-to-event from quantitative

endpoints. Quantitative endpoints should be measurable or
observed on every subject in a clinical trial whereas time-to-
event endpoints may not. For example, if a clinical trial collects
data on subjects for 5 years after study-entry and a subject does
not die during that interval the trial will not observe the time-to-
death for that subject. We know this subject lived ≥5 years and
this can be used to evaluate and estimate survival up to 5 years.
After 5 years the subject cannot contribute data for estimating or
quantifying survival and they are termed censored. Different
statistical analyses are needed for time-to-event versus quantita-
tive data to account for censoring.
Regression analyses are an important element of randomized

trials analyses even when the primary analysis is not based on
regression models. Regression models provide estimates of effect
sizes (e.g., odds ratios or hazard ratios), which are important when
interpreting the results of trials. In addition, regression analyses
allow for adjustments for co-variates not used in randomization
stratification. Although randomization is likely to balance most
factors across arms it does not guarantee balance without
stratification. Regression analyses can allow for more precise
estimation of effect sizes when there is an imbalance in a
prognostic co-variate across arms.

Power, sample size, and endpoints
In a clinical trial protocol the sample size should have the
associated power reported (typically 80–90%). For categorical and
quantitative co-variates power is directly related to numbers of
subjects enrolled onto the trial. For time-to-event endpoints power

is driven by the number of “events” (e.g., for survival, the event
is death; for time-to-relapse the event is relapse). Numbers of events
are driven by the rate at which they occur, the interval subjects
were accrued and how long each subject was observed since
study-entry. Typically, clinical trials with time-to-event endpoints
specify analyses will be done after a specified number of events are
observed. When developing a protocol best efforts are made at
making reasonable assumptions (guesses is often a more accurate
descriptor) at how soon the event(s) under consideration will be
observed. But if the assumptions are wrong for any reason the
timing calculated in the protocol will be incorrect and analyses may
be done sooner or later than pre-specified. The issues with post-hoc
or retrospective power calculations have been well-described
elsewhere, but in short, such calculations are not appropriate and
should rareley (potentially never) be performed [11].

Competing events
When a subject can experience >1 event (say relapse and death)
and the clinical trial is only interested in the time to one of those
events, say time-to-relapse, the other event is called a “competing
event.” For most time-to-event endpoints like relapse, death before
relapse is a competing event. For example, in a time-to-relapse
analysis if a subject dies without relapse we cannot assume they
would never have relapsed had they not died. But the subject is
also not just censored at time of death as one would do in a
survival endpoint analysis because there may be a non-random
relationship between death and relapse. For example, there exists
a correlation between severity of GvHD and relapse risk (reviewed
in Horowitz et al. [12]). To account for this possibility different
analyses are needed to analyze such time-to-event endpoints. The
Kaplan–Meier method should not be used [13]. Instead cumulative
incidence rates should be estimated [14–17]. Log-rank tests
should not be used but rather alternative tests which account
for competing risks [18–22].

Multiple primary endpoints
It is increasingly common for clinical trials to specify >1 primary
endpoint [3, 4]. Why? Clinical trials are expensive and time-
consuming and it can be disappointing to complete a trial and

Table 1. Statistical error summary.

Reality—drug does not improve
outcomes

Reality—drug improves outcomes

Statistical test—significant association between drug and
outcome

False-positive error; α (alpha) Power; equal to 1-false negative error

Table 2. Common types of data used in transplant clinical trial endpoints.

Type of data Example endpoints Example statistics Example statistical tests

Time-to-event • Survival (time to death)
• Event-free survival (time to first of
events such as death or relapse or
treatment failure)

• Time to acute graft-versus-host disease

• Kaplan–Meier estimate of
X-months or Y-years survival

• Cumulative incidence at
X-months or Y-years

• Hazard ratio

• Log-rank test
• Cox regression model
• Gray test of cumulative
incidence

• Cause-specific regression model
• Fine and Gray sub-distribution
hazards model

Categorical Response (typically defined by consensus
guidelines)

• Proportions • Chi-square test
• Fisher exact test

Binary (categorical with
only two categories)

Complete remission (yes/no) • Proportions • Chi-squared test
• Fisher’s exact test
• Logistic regression

Quantitative Quality-of-lifea, Gene expression • Mean
• Median
• Correlation

• Student t-test
• Wilcoxon test
• Linear regression

aSome are quantitative, others, categorical.
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conclude there was no benefit in the investigational cohort
because the wrong endpoint was specified. To mitigate this
concern multiple primary endpoints can be specified before the
study begins. However, as we discuss above, testing >1 endpoint
“inflates” or increases the overall false-positive rate above the false
positive (α) rate for each test.
There are several strategies to evaluate >1 endpoint. In order to

interpret a trial as “positive” if ≥1 endpoint is significant, the α
should be “split” (allocated) across endpoints. The split can be
done evenly; for example for a trial with overall α of 5% and two
primary endpoints, each could be tested with an α of 2.5% [3].
However, the split need not be even. For example, a trial could
allocate 4% of the α to the 1st endpoint and use the formula (1-
0.04)*(1 − α2) = 1 − α = 0.95 to calculate that α2= 0.0104 and
allocate 1.04% to a 2nd endpoint. Again this must be done before
the trial starts. The gain from using this formula versus a simple
split of 4 and 1% is small enough such that many trials simply use
the simple split [4]. Alpha can also be split between cohorts or sub-
cohorts [23]. For example, 4% alpha could be allocated to a survival
analysis of amongst all subjects in a trial, with the remaining alpha
allocated to a biomarker-positive cohort, say a cohort which has a
FLT3 mutation in a trial of midostaurin. The “remaining alpha”
could be set at 1% but because the biomarker-positive cohort is
included in the analysis of the full trial population, the results of the
analyses are not independent. Because the analyses are not
independent we can test the biomarker-positive cohort at an α
level >1% and still control the overall α level at 5%. The correlation
depends on the proportion of all events observed in the
biomarker-positive cohort. Formulae for this calculation can be
implemented in statistical programmes [24].
An alternative to this α splitting is a fixed-sequence approach.

The sequence of tests is pre-specified and each endpoint is tested
at the same α level. Testing continues along the sequence until
there is a test with a p value > α, at which point testing stops and
no further endpoints in the sequence should be evaluated.
Sometimes these tests are described as “carrying forward” the
alpha after a significant test. All of the α is “spent” at the first test
with p value > α [25].
A combination of α splitting and fixed sequence testing can also

be done. As numbers of endpoints increases the numbers of ways
to allocate the α across endpoints also increases. The specific α
allocation can vary between trials.
It is uncommon in transplant studies to have >1 primary

endpoint or to require all primary endpoints to be significant in a
trial to declare success [26]. For example, for a design to require a
significant association with complete remission and also with
survival. The false-positive rate is not inflated in this design
because there is only one way to have a positive trial, i.e., in a trial
requiring all endpoints to be significantly associated with
intervention, each endpoint can be tested at the same α level.
Because these designs have increased false-negative error rates
compared with designs with a one primary endpoint they have
less power and require larger samples.
A single composite endpoint including multiple potential

“events” is not uncommon across transplant studies. For example,
the endpoint GvHD-relapse-free-survival (GRFS) measures the time
until the first event: GvHD, relapse or death. GRFS and similar
composite endpoints weight the contributory events equally. If
equal weighting of these endpoints is not appropriate, alternative
statistics can be used to compare arms in a trial including the win
ratio [27] which evaluates composite endpoints in a fixed
hierarchy between matched pairs of subjects and tallies in how
many pairs the experimental therapy dies first. If neither subject in
the pair dies the second event is compared and so forth.
Confidence intervals and p values can be calculated for the win
ratio like other statistics. Win ratios can be calculated for individual
events and composite lists of events and compared to understand
the role each event has in the composite win ratio (see Fig. 2 of

Pocock et al. [27], for an example). We note that acute GvHD alone
or as a component of a composite endpoint is problematic
because of the lack of definitive diagnostic criteria with substantial
inter-observer discordances. Consequently, a clinical trial with
acute GvHD as the primary endpoint (either alone or within a
composite endpoint) is only definitive when a masked (blinded)
randomized design is used.

Multi-arm clinical trials. Multi-arm clinical trials are an efficient
way to conduct >1 investigation/evaluation within a protocol.
Multi-arm trials can have increased false-positive error rates like
trials with >1 primary endpoint because of multiple comparisons.
Strategies like those discussed above can be used to control the
false-positive rate (e.g., α splitting; fixed-sequence tests). Some
multi-arm trials choose not to control α and use the same α for
each comparison. When all comparisons in a multi-arm trial are
reported in one report it is straightforward to count numbers of
comparisons and calculate the overall false-positive rate [28].
However, it is unfortunately common for multi-arm trials to report
each comparison in separate publications [29, 30]. As such, readers
need to be aware of the general design when reading and
interpreting results of only one comparison within a multi-
arm trial.
When comparing two or more interventions added to a

backbone, sometimes placebo if there is no standard-of-care,
factorial designs can be used to evaluate potential synergy or
interactions between the interventions. For example, a multi-arm
study of two therapies designated X and Y added to a backbone
designated B could have four arms: X+ B, Y+ B, X+ Y+ B, and B
[31]. This design allows quantification of the “interaction” between
X and Y, namely, are the therapies better or worse together or do
they have individual benefits which are additive? [32, 33]. These
designs are uniquely able to evaluate multiple therapies in this
way but can quickly become large and expensive. Some factorial
designs assume X and Y are “independent” in the sense that any
benefit of X can be evaluated ignoring whether a subject received
Y or not. Analyses will then pool data across arms to evaluate X
and Y separately. For example, to evaluate X, X+ B and X+ Y+ B
are combined and compared with B and Y+ B. If the assumption
of independence is true this design can lead to a substantial
decrease in sample size compared with running separate trials of
B+ X and B+ Y. But if there is a positive or negative synergy or
interaction between X and Y results of the trial may be
uninterpretable. As such, this trial design assumes no synergy
and/or interaction, typically an unproved hypothesis. There will
also be too little power to separately evaluate the cohorts because
the sample size was selected assuming the cohorts could be
pooled [34].

All the other analyses reported with a clinical trial. Clinical trials
typically report analyses other than the pre-specified primary
objective or endpoint. Such analyses are often labeled secondary,
exploratory, subgroup, or translational analyses. Because of the
increased probability of a false-positive conclusion discussed
above all secondary objectives and analyses in a clinical trial
should interpreted as non-definitive or hypothesis generating.
When many “secondary” analyses are provided after the primary
endpoint of a trial is not met, the results of any “significant”
findings should be viewed with strong skepticism or outright
ignored.
Sub-group analyses are common in clinical trials data reporting.

Because the power of a comparison is related to the sample size,
sub-group comparisons have less power than comparisons of the
entire population. Lack of significance (p value > α) in a sub-group
does not mean there is no association in the sub-group. It can be a
false-negative result because the sample size is too small or for
many other reasons [35]. Interpretation of p values is challenging
in general, especially in the context of evaluating multiple
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subgroups [35]. In these analyses, reviewing point-estimates and
confidence intervals should be the focus. Interpretation of
confidence intervals is also challenging; Greenland et al. [35]
provide guidance. As noted above, retrospective or post-hoc
power analyses are never appropriate for a subgroup or any
analysis [11]. Sub-group analyses can only be used to assess if
there appears to be significant heterogeneity across sub-groups
compared with the entire trial population [36–38]. Forest plots are
a way to visualize this. If there appears to be heterogeneity (some
subgroups have a benefit and others, not), a definitive evaluation
of such a sub-group effect requires validation in a new trial.
Sub-group analyses which are not pre-specified should be

viewed skeptically or ignored. If someone evaluates 100 different
non-pre-specified subgroups each with an α of 5% we would
expect five of these to have a p value < 0.05 even when there is no
difference in any of the sub-groups analyzed. This feature of
statistical significance testing means that if enough tests are
conducted, a significant p value is very likely to be found. Analyses
conducted until finding a result with a significant p value are
sometimes described as “fishing expeditions.” As noted above,
subgroup analyses typically lack power which leads many
significant subgroup results to be false-positive results. These
issues are why so much emphasis is put on pre-specifying
subgroup and other secondary analyses in clinical trials.

Non-inferiority. Randomized clinical trials evaluating whether one
therapy is better than another nearly always analyze results using
the intent-to-treat (ITT) principle. Subjects are analyzed in their
assigned/randomized cohort regardless of the intervention they
received. ITT analyses are considered “conservative” in that
subjects receiving the alternative (non-assigned) intervention
skew or “bias” towards showing no difference between the
cohorts. In this instance an ITT analysis may result in the incorrect
conclusion an intervention is ineffective, a false-negative. When
the primary objective of a trial is to evaluate non-inferiority, an ITT
analysis skews the data towards potentially showing non-
inferiority. Because of this it is typical in non-inferiority trials to
use an as-treated analysis as the primary analysis [39, 40].
A critical element of a non-inferiority design is the non-

inferiority margin the design will exclude. There are no specific
rules on what threshold would warrant a conclusion of “non-
inferiority,” though some regulatory agencies have provided
guidance in some situations, and margins vary widely across
endpoints, patient populations, and trials [39–44]. Any interpreta-
tion of a non-inferiority trial requires the reader to evaluate
whether they find the non-inferiority margin selected convincing
and of clinical import.
The interpretation of non-inferiority trials (and most clinical

trials) is further complicated when endpoints are measured
beyond the intervention period, which is (nearly) always the case
with a survival endpoint. After the intervention period, there is
typically less information on how patients are being treated and
followed, and later therapies or interventions are often not
randomly or equally allocated across arms. For example, when
patients were randomized between lenalidomide and placebo for
post-transplant maintenance therapy for multiple myeloma,
therapy after failure varies by randomized arm. In many ways,
clinical trial analyses with longer-term endpoints should be
reviewed as essentially observational database analyses, with the
associated caveats in analysis and interpretation [1].

Survival by response. Difficult as it is to believe, analyses
comparing survival of responders versus non-responders remains
common despite wide-spread knowledge such analyses are subject
to diverse biases [45]. A critical bias is that a subject must live long
enough to respond. This is referred to as guarantee-time or immortal-
time bias. Statistical remedies of these bias are described [46].

CONCLUSION
This is an education-orientated review of design and correct
interpretation of clinical trials data. We discuss issues including
multiple endpoints and subgroup analyses. Many of the issues
discussed are relevant to the correct interpretation of data from
clinical trials of haematopoietic cell transplants.
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